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looking forward to x-plane 12. i moved to msfs2020 simply for the graphics and realism. although there were and still are several bugs to be
worked out, i am very happy with it, overall. what i like most about x-plane, however, is the simplicity of setting up and calibrating the controls.

ive always had issues with the setup in msfs 2020, and i still do. every time ive made adjustments that correct a problem, the next update
screws things up so i have to start over again. very frustrating. maybe its just me or my setup, but i never had these issues with x-plane. set it
and forget it. again, the graphics and scenery are what drew me to msfs, so im waiting to see how much better the new x-plane will be. i was
never very fond of fsx. i am a licensed pilot and for me, realism is everything. i hope x-plane 12 doesnt disappoint. i would like to more then

once say thank you for the effort you have put into this project where ever i can i have used open scenery in my own efforts to build something
interesting into those sceneries : after hesh sharm el sheikh, there are the following airports fjdg diego garcia, uengs engels, cyyr goose bay,
edmo oberpfaffenhofen, ktts nasa shuttle landing facility, vrmm male intl and ednx schleissheim. there are more to come which i am working
on now. if i could compensate for your efforts with a bit of mine, then i can offer that i have a bunch of military aircraft which i could offer as

static planes. let me know if there is any interest,because people have written to me about the poor selection of military planes in open scenery
( which i confirm). maybe i can help a bit kind regards capella
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hi, ben, i have read all the responses. i have found several fixes/plugins that assist the user who has the "overlay controller" view of x-plane.
one of them is the one you have mentioned. but, my question is that what are the features of the "overlay controller" view of x-plane. i am a

beginner in x-plane and need to get a clear picture about the view. so please, give me your valuable inputs. i am looking forward to your reply.
thanks. regards, jatin x-plane is an aircraft flight simulator. it is a highly interactive application. you can fly an aircraft with all sorts of controls,
like pitch, roll, yaw and so on, steer, taxi, cruise, climb and descend, turn, and so on. you can zoom in and out, up and down and so on. there

are many other features. if you do not know about all of them, you should get familiar with the x-plane help manual. i recommend to download
it for your x-plane build. it is in pdf format. go to > in the x-plane control panel, there are buttons to change the view. you will find the names of

the views in the leftmost column of the control panel. the leftmost button is called "global view". when you click on it, you see a map of the
world. when you click on a place, it zooms into it. you can navigate by dragging the map. if you click a region in the map, it will zoom into it.

when you zoom into a region, you will see airports and other items. you can navigate to any airport in the map by right clicking on it and
selecting "fly to airport". you will also see the icao code, the airport identifier and a colored triangle which shows the ident of the terminal area.
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